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the team has also recently joined forces with defcrypt, an organization dedicated to protecting the privacy of personal information on websites. the organization is helping to set up a large-scale gpu password-cracking platform named nellcrys, which will
be launched later this year. using the gpu cluster to crack passwords from facebook, google, and other companies would be a boon for privacy activists. "it's the biggest hack in the history of computers," joszefson says, referring to the potential for

criminals to deploy such a resource-intensive attack. "we're that close to having a malicious hacker takeover someone's whole network." faced with threats of less-expensive gpus powering off-the-shelf workstation computers, a big role in the rise of
malware has been the proliferation of hacker tools that are cheap but powerful. a large-scale gpu password-cracking platform, which also offers uncrackable hashes for businesses, then, would be a double-edged sword. if a financially motivated hacker
ultimately were to use such a platform to attack a network, then the system could be used to great profit as well. "depending on how it's used, it can be used to secure a lot of things," joszefson says. he says that even if a corporation isn't financially
motivated, it could still use the platform to defend itself, as in the case of nellcrys. the organization could crack passwords in tandem with the a gpu password-cracking platform from another site, then sell the results to a company whose network is

under attack. but obviously, the utility of such a technology could go far beyond its original purpose, joszefson says. "it could be used to help heal a computer's security," he says, "but it could also be used by banks for identity theft."
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virtual crash is a simulation
of the actual process of a
car crash. this means that

you can choose the
number of cars, the

number of passengers, the
state of the car, etc. the
crash will take place on a
set of preset roads. you

can also change the traffic
light colors, the weather,
and the speed limits. the
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simulation proceeds in real-
time. you can watch the

crash in real-time with the
help of the live camera and
the rear-view camera. you
can stop the simulation at
any moment and view the
results in various formats.
you can export the images
you have captured in real-

time to the computer's
hard drive. you can also

use virtual crash's
extensive functions to

create a variety of
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diagrams and tables that
can be used in a wide

range of educational and
commercial applications.

virtual crash 5is a program
for simulating car

accidents.take advantage
of the latest hardware and

software developments
that enable more complex

real-time calculations.it
has all the same features
of version 4 plus the same

physics model.but has
more functionalityit also
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includes powerful new
functionality for more
demanding accident
builders.can work on

personal computersfor
maximum flexibility, you
can view and display a

virtual crash simulation in
a scale plan, 3d

perspective view, and in
numerous diagrams and

tables you can import point
clouds, 3d models,

textures, aerial imagery,
and much more. go back to
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a date on you mac where
pd was working, the virtual
machine will start like the
trial isnt expired. ensure
that you completely quit
parallels desktop from

running before installing pd
runner. with the date

backdated you can now
run pd runner and launch

your vm, then once
launched you can quit &

put your date back to
present time, it should

then launch as if your trial
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